Abstract. It is well-known that time-lags or histories sometimes play a essential role in the phenomena and thus many mathematical model with delayeffects are studied mathematically and numerically. It is also well-known that the delay-effects cause an instability or an oscillatory. In this paper we consider the effects of time-delay for such instabilities from the viewpoint of a finite time blow-up of the solutions and show "delay-induced blow-up" phenomena for a very simple oscillation model with a constant delay. We also show the emergence of infinity many periodic solutions, while the non-delay system has only one stable limit cycle. Finally we show some numerical examples and give our observations.
Introduction
Differential equations are used as mathematical models to understand phenomena in natural sciences, social sciences and so on [2, 4] . There are some cases that time-lags or histories play a essential role in the phenomena. For understanding these phenomena we cannot ignore delay-effects in the mathematical models. It is well-known that the delay-effects cause an instability or an oscillatory. For example, the Malthus model with a constant time delay have a oscillatory growingup solutions for a large time-delay, while non-delay Malthus model has a globally asymptotically stable equilibria, see e.g. Chapter 2 of [4] .
In this paper we consider the effects of time-delay for such instabilities from the viewpoint of a blow-up of the solutions. Here and hereafter, we use the terminology "blow-up" as a finite time blow-up of the solutions. Especially, our main interest is whether does "delay-induced blow-up" exist in delay differential equations, or not ?
A few studies have been conducted to investigate the blow-up phenomena for delay differential equations. In [1] the authors study the global existence and finite time blow up of the solution for a class of delay differential equations, comparing a solution of the delay differential equation to a solution of an associated ordinary differential equation. Several conditions for the existence of blow-up solutions for delay differential equations are derived, assuming that the ordinary differential equation also has a blow-up solution. The authors of [6] study blow-up phenomena for differential equations with piecewise constant arguments. It is shown that the piecewise constant argument influences the blow-up behaviors of delay differential equations, comparing to the behavior of the corresponding ordinary differential equations. See also [3, 5] for the blow-up solutions of Volterra integral equations.
The new concept "delay-induced blow-up" means that there exists a blow-up solution to a delay differential equation, while non-delay differential equation has no blow-up solutions. The answer for the above question is yes. In this paper we give a simple toy model in the plane, which non-delayed version, a system of ordinary differential equations, has a globally asymptotically stable limit cycle. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce a system of delay differential equations. If we ignore the time delay, the system has a limit cycle, which attracts every positive solution. We show that the time delay allows the existence of a blow up solution (Theorem 1). It is also shown that the infinitely many periodic solutions can exist due to the time delay (Theorem 2). In Section 3 we introduce the polar coordinate system which will be used in Sections 4 and 5 for the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2, respectively. In Section 7, we provide the numerical examples and concluding remarks.
Main theorems
Let τ > 0. We consider the following delay differential equations
for t > 0, with initial conditions
Theorem 1. For any τ > 0, (2.1) has blow-up solutions, while (2.1) with τ = 0 has a globally asymptotically stable limit cycle.
Theorem 2. For any τ > 0, (2.1) has infinitely many periodic solutions, while (2.1) with τ = 0 has only one periodic solution.
Polar coordinate system
We let
Then the corresponding polar coordinate system is
with initial conditions
Let ω(t) = θ ′ (t). We also get the following equations
Proof of theorem 1
Let δ > 0. We consider
where
given by the following ordinary differential equations
In the polar coordinates
we obtain
Claim 3. It holds that
Proof. To show this claim, we first show that the lower bound estimate of r(t).
Since θ(t) is monotone increasing in 0, t − π
4
, we rewrite the system (4.4) as follows:
Then using −1 ≤ cos θ + sin θ ≤ 0, we have
Here we use the same r as r = r(θ).
Thus we have
Hence we have the following lower estimate of r(t)
Using (4.4b) and θ ∈ −
Then there exists δ * such that we have
Summarizing the first stage, there exists δ * > 0 such that for any δ ≥ δ * ,
• the solution of (2.1) is also a solution of (4.3) for t ∈ 0, t − π 4 for our initial data, • the following estimates hold: 
, r(t) also satisfies r(t)δ > 
as long as the solution exists after t = t − π 4 . Second stage (Show the blow-up). We divide this stage into 2 steps:
(1)
Step 1: Estimate the time until the solution enters into the first quadrant (2) Step 2: Show the finite-time blow-up in the first quadrant We always assume δ ≥ max {δ * , δ * * }.
Step 1: Estimate the time from θ = − π 4 to θ = 0. Now we have
That is, for δ ≥ δ * * * we have
where t 0 = min {t > 0 : θ(t) = 0}.
Step 2: Show the finite-time blow-up for t > t 0 .
Thus we get
.
Therefore, for ∀ δ ≥ max {δ * , δ * * , δ * * * , δ * * * * }, ∃ T > 0 such that lim sup t→T r(t) = ∞ and T < t 0 + τ ′ 4 < τ ′ . In the interval [0, τ ′ ] the solution of (2.1) and the solution of (4.4) are same. By the standard theory of ODE, we can show lim t→T r(t) = ∞ from lim sup t→T r(t) = ∞. Thus the proof is complete.
Proof of theorem 2
In this section we prove Theorem 2. We study a periodic solution with r =Const. From (3.1) the periodic solution with a constant radius satisfy the following equations
follows, implying that θ ′ (t) is a constant function for a given r. Thus we now study equilibria of (3.2), which are characterized by the following equations
From (5.1a) we have r 2 = 1 cos(ωτ ) . Substituting this relation to (5.1b) we obtain (5.3) ω = 1 + tan (ωτ ) , noting that we necessary have
3) in terms of τ we obtain
For each n = 0, −1, −2, . . . , k n is an increasing function for ω < 0 and for each n = 1, 2, 3 . . . , k n is a decreasing function for ω > 0. One sees
Therefore, there is an inverse function k We now see infinitely many ω for each τ and corresponding r can be found by the equation (5.2) . Note that the equation (5.4) for n = 0 has at most three roots, since k 0 (ω) > 0 for ω > 0.
Remark 4. The function k 0 (ω) has a unique maximum for ω > 0, which can be found by the equation
At this point r 4 τ = 1 holds, which seems to be the criteria for instability of the equilibrium.
Numerical simulations and remarks
In this section we demonstrate some numerical examples for special initial functions (4.1) and (4.2) withφ(t) = 2δt/τ for some δ > 0. Here we use the continuous Runge-Kutta method for the following numerical calculations. Figure 6 .1 shows the blow-up solutions for τ = 1.0 with several δ's and all numerical solutions diverge to infinity in finite times. In the proof of Theorem 1, we only show the existence of blow-up solutions which blow up in the time interval (0, τ /2). This numerical example suggest that there are many solutions blowing up after t = τ /2. On the other hand, we already know that there exist infinitely many periodic solutions, that is, there exist non-blow-up solutions. However, these numerical examples suggest us that most of solutions blow up in finite times. From the figure 5.1 we notice that there is a brach from (τ, ω) = (0, 1) (This is the asymptotically stable limit cycle for non-delay system.) for small τ > 0. This observation and the above numerical results suggest us that
• For large τ : Most of solutions blow up in finite times.
• For small τ : There are both cases: One is the blow-up case and the other is bounded case. And the periodic solutions on the branch connecting to (τ, ω) = (0, 1) are asymptotically stable. Figure 6 .3. Graphs of the radius r = r(t) for τ = 0.01 with δ = 13.7, 13.73, 13.74, 13.75, 13.8, 13.9
